Pruritus, A Frequent Symptom
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Summary
The sensation of itching or itching depends still little-known mechanisms. It was considered a minor form of pain related to alterations of the cutaneous vasomotility. However, many reasons would indicate that it is an autonomous sensation, since pruritus and pain can coexist in the same area. Pruritus may upset the sufferer; The lower the patient, the more intense the suffering.
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Introduction
Itching is one of the most frequent manifestations of both non-dermatological and dermatological disorders, however little is even what is known about their mechanisms of production and therefore of specific forms of relief.

The itching has been historically defined as feeling that leads to the desire to scratch. It is probably the most common symptom of skin disorders but even so it has been widely ignored in the scientific research, perhaps since despite the passage of time, still satisfactory explanations not found about their production tooling.

Many consider the itching as a pain-related symptom, and both apparently share a common nerve pathway [1]. However, it is difficult to explain then why morphine suppresses pain but increases or even induce itching. It has been suggested that the effect prurigeno of morphine is consequence of the release of histamine from mast cells, although pruritus induced by this drug not is relieved by the administration of antihistamines. Figure 1.

The truth is that it is still much to elucidate as pruritus and shortage of convincing animal models makes this symptom remains largely a mystery.

Spontaneous itching, itchy skin, and aloquinesis

The application of a stimulus capable of causing itching resulting in two kinds of clearly defined responses: on the one hand an itching well located at the site of the stimulus that lingers briefly after the stimulus stopped and, secondly, an itchy area diffuse, little defined, that surrounds the stimulated site and not itching spontaneously but soft touch and the friction [2]. Brickford, in 1938, appointed to these two areas as spontaneous pruritus and itchy skin, respectively. LaMotte, in 1992, introduced the term aloquinesis to refer to the area of itchy skin, in parallel with the term allodynia, which refers to the feeling of pain caused by mild rubbing of the skin.

The aloquinesis has been explained as the result of the excitation of Central neurons mediating of pruritus through receiving Interneurons of the stimulus from of fast driving and low-threshold mechanoreceptors, which would respond to the histamine acting about skin-free terminations.

The phenomenon of spontaneous pruritus and itchy skin or aloquinesis is an element common, present in many dermatological conditions [3]. The clearest example is the insect bite, in where you can see a hive with spontaneous pruritus defined surrounded by a more extensive diffuse area of aloquinesis that persists for hours or even days after you Welt it has given.

Probable mediators involved in itching

In many cases this symptom is related to the inflamed skin, which led to investigate mediators of inflammation were capable of causing itching. It deepened the knowledge about the inflammation, the list of candidates potentially prurigenos was increased.

Histamine was probably involved in the physiopathogeny of pruritus, starting in 1927, Lewis discovered superficial injection of this substance on the skin caused first. Two histamine receptors in the skin (H1 and H2) is known to be involved only in pruritus type H1 [4]. Other receivers (H3 Hic) would not be represented at the skin surface, and therefore would have no influence on the development of the itching. Figure 2.

The main sources of histamine are mast cells, cells that synthesize and store this substance in their cytoplasmic grains [5]. The release of histamine from mast cells is the result of the union of the immunoglobulin E its (Fc) receptors on the membrane of these cells, either through the complement (C5a) or some taquininas, including substance P. Figure 3.

A wide variety of pruritic dermatoses, with inflamed skin as urticaria retrieves large amounts of histamine, and therein has been shown symptomatic relief before the administration of H1 antagonists.

Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) is located in high concentrations in many inflammatory dermatoses attending itchy as psoriasis, contact...
The included taquininas related to the gene for calcitonin (CGRP) and vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), peptide, substance P are located in nociceptive neurons-free nerve endings not myelinated in the surface of the skin. These free endings are capable of producing pain and itching [7]. The CGRP and VIP are unable per will cause itching, although both can cause inflammation. There is some evidence that the substance P, a peptide of 11 amino acids, is involved in the genesis of pruritus in certain circumstances. The intradermal injection of this substance leads to the formation of a hive erythematous and itchy although probably this occurs, at least in part, through the release of histamine by mast cells [8]. The action of substance P on these would be independent of the IGE-dependent mechanism. Figure 5.

Opioid peptides are undoubtedly involved in the physiopathogeny of pain and several researchers believe that they would also intervene in the itching.

These opioids Act through the interaction of their receptors or at the level of the central nervous system, but also would have some influence at the peripheral level to enhance the itching caused by other mediators [9]. Histamine-induced itch can worsen if previously applied on the skin a low concentration of opioid peptides; This effect is antagonized by naloxone and is not mediated by receptors U. Figure 6.

Histamine, substance P, PGE2 and opioid peptides are probably the strongest candidates to be designated as mediators of the inflamed skin itchy [10]. However, there are a number of conditions in which...
Pruritus not associated with inflammation. Such is the case of itching of the elderly, aquagenic pruritus or pruritus solar. In other situations the itching is associated with systemic diseases without cutaneous inflammation such as Cholestasis, chronic renal failure, thyrotoxicosis and Polycythemia vera. Figure 7.

In the elderly the water content of the skin tends to be decreased, even without obvious xeroderma, and that may be the cause of the itching. In aquagenic pruritus, wet skin with water at any temperature it causes distressing itching immediately out of the bath or shower and lasts about an hour, without visible signs on the skin [11]. In many of these patients have found elevated levels of histamine in blood during these episodes. Pruritus and cholestasis is so intense and persistent that it tends to become the main problem for affected patients [12]. It has been shown that this symptom is associated with high levels of bile salts since it relieved by treatment with cholestyramine.

Pruritus in chronic renal failure is harder to explain, since although in the majority of cases it is relieved after dialysis it does not correlate with plasma levels of urea and creatinine.

Some authors have related pruritus with serum of parathormone levels, since these tend to be higher in those who suffer it, Although the correlation levels of parathormone - itching is bad [13]. Histologically the skin of these patients shows higher concentration of mast cells and an abnormal pattern of cutaneous nerve terminals, although the latter may be a consequence of the permanent scratching.

Pruritus in the thyrotoxicosis is often widespread and intractable. In many cases it relates to the increase of the cutaneous blood flow which in turn increases the skin temperature, reducing the threshold for pruritus [14].

Itching of Polycythemia vera affects about half of patients with this disease, appears in the form characteristic after the bath with water at any temperature and lasts between half an hour and an hour [15]. Visible changes in the skin are not appreciated and commonly found elevated levels of histamine during these episodes.

Central and peripheral nervous mechanisms involved in itching

While many have linked to the nerve pathways of pain and itch it seems that fibres C nociceptive polimodal different in both cases would be involved. A subset of these fibers that would transmit only pain and other equivalent subgroup that transmit sensations of itching would be. Primary neurons make synapses with secondary neurons in the dorsal horns of the spinal cord, from there it would connect with the contralateral thalamus through the spinothalamicolateral tract [16]. There are tertiary neurons (thalamocortical tracts) that would serve as a relay for the sensations of itching on his way to the cortex.

The scrape response to pruritus, although is modulated by higher education institutions, would be rather a spinal reflex. After scratching, itching be relieved for 15 to 25 minutes, perhaps the time required for the regeneration of damaged nerve endings [17]. The itching would result from the combination of the activation of the C fibers and the loss of central inhibition. It is likely that scratching is a specific suppressor both centrally and segmental local.

The simple explanation described above has historically accepted: a stimulus causes itching, stimulates nerve endings and is transmitted progressively toward the spinal cord and from there to the cerebral cortex. However, have not been identified so far such specific fibres for the itching [18]. On the other hand, there would be an active participation of the central nervous system in the genesis of pruritus, regardless of the peripheral stimulation, which would explain the many circumstances in which this symptom without such stimulation peripheral. The mechanism is likely to be more complex and could be summarized in the following manner: some agents would be able to stimulate itch through his peripheral action, and on the other hand in certain (probably systemic) disorders such stimulation feeling would act at the central level, on the inhibitory mechanisms of cortical, producing pruritus without the need for a stimulus at the peripheral level. Figure 8.